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Do you feel like you’ve finally made it to the other side? The majority of  restrictions have been lifted and most 
businesses seem to be back to normal, with the exception of  staff. Staffing issues is an area that no one seems 
to be immune from. Now businesses are finding ways to work with less staff and looking for new ways to recruit 
and retain staff, and that may look very different than it has in the past. But the good news I’m hearing as I have 
talked with many of  you and seen your posts on Chatter is that BUSINESS IS BACK and for some it is better than it 
was in 2019. So, congratulations on making it though the two-year storm that no one saw coming.
 CCSA has been very busy with the new website and the recent launch of  our first Mastermind Groups. We had great participation from the 
membership and this session will run from April through September. If  you missed out this year, keep an eye out as we may plan another for 
2023. We are also very excited about the CCSA Speaker Series that we are planning. It will run from May to October, with special guest speakers 
each month from outside the industry, Supplier Spotlights, and Strictly Social Events. So be on the lookout for all the great details about this event. 
 The CCSA election process kicked off in March with an opportunity to meet with the board and ask questions in April. Deadline to submit your 
application is May 3 and elections will be running May 10–May 24. I encourage you to consider running for the CCSA Board of  Directors. It can be 
rewarding and such a great learning experience. I myself  or any of  the current or former board members are more than happy to answer your 
questions and share their experience. With everything that has happened the last two years with COVID, the pool of  candidates has been minimal 
and at times we have had to ask board members to extend to cover the positions. Now we ask you to step up and help lead this great association. 
 Thank you again for being a member of  CCSA!

 Dena Pearlman
 Executive Director

Here comes summer!

I hope this spring was good to you and your studios. Are you ready for whatever summer is going to bring us? 
I’m excited to have a more “normal” summer on the horizon. As we round out spring, take a look around your 
studio and make a plan for some deep cleaning, sample refresh, and camp planning. Look at your studio as a 
customer looks at it and see if  there are areas that could use improvement, touchups, or reworking. Are you tired 
of  looking at the same old samples? (Yes, I’m guilty!) Make a plan to create some new ones, even enlisting help 
from your staff. You know everybody likes to “sit around and paint all day!” And how are your summer camps shaping up? I hope you have a lot 
of  signups, but if  not, it’s not too late. Get a plan together; using our summer camp project guides or our Creative Camp Program will make it 
easy for you to create a ready-to-go summer program. I also find it helpful to do a complete inventory check prior to the crazy days of  summer. 
That way you’re prepared and know what you have and what you need, and you can add a few new items to your selection and get rid of  some 
slow movers. Kiln maintenance is imperative at this time of  year. Check your elements, replace any broken bricks, oil that kiln fan, and give those 
workhorses a vacuum and a wipe-down. Make sure you have backup relays or thermocouples and even elements on hand.
       Most importantly, schedule some down time for yourself. If  your spring has been like mine, you deserve a break! Running a small business 
these last few years has been hard on everyone, so take a step back, look at all you’ve accomplished and how you’ve persevered, and then 
treat yourself. Maybe it’s just a coffee with friends, a phone call with someone you haven’t talked to in a while, a pedicure, or even a massage. Do 
something for yourself  so you’re mentally prepared to begin this new season with a rested mind and body.
       When people ask me, “What’s your favorite part of  the CCSA?” I think I am not alone in saying “the friendships I’ve made.” I have been 
blessed to be a member of  this association for almost 20 years. I’m even more blessed by the friendships I’ve made and the relationships that 
have grown over the years. If  you joined our Mastermind groups, I hope you’re building some new relationships and friendships while striving 
for and reaching new goals for yourself  and your business. Helping fellow studios with support, advice, and guidance on their goals will also help 
you move your business forward. I’m really excited about our Build Your Business program and I hope it’s helping you in your business and more. 
Although we’ll miss seeing all of  you in Saint Charles this year, there are so many things we can do to Build Our Business until we can meet again. 
The CCSA board has been working on new stock photos, rolling out new programs (such as the Glass Guide), and we’re excited to add new mem-
bers to our board this summer. We are always looking for ways to keep marketing, business, and money-maker ideas fresh for our studios. If  you 
have any ideas for things YOU need for your business, please reach out to me or anyone on the board or staff. We would love to hear from you.

Katie Yallaly
CCSA Board President 

WELCOME
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COVID-19:

MESSAGES OF 
SUPPORT FROM 
SUPPLIERS

KILN KILN 
GODDESS GODDESS 
Happy staff , happy store.
 That’s gonna make some of y’all mad, 
but I believe it.
 A store is only as happy as the staff  
is, and the responsibility of the staff  being 
happy begins and ends with the owner of  
the store. If  your staff  isn’t happy, your 
customers know it. If  the people who are 
there all the time aren’t having a good time, 
why would the people who are coming in for 
a short time have any chance?
 Now, that’s not to say that people don’t 
have bad days. Stuff  happens, and people 
react, but people who are generally happy 
with themselves and their job can shake off  
the bad and put on a happy face.
 What do we do to make sure our staff  
is consistent with what we want them to 
be? Can you picture your perfect employee: 
how you want them to act with customers, 
act with each other, act when you aren’t 
around? Let’s get there.
 First, you pay them. Labor is a percent-
age of sales, so make sure you understand 
what that means for your store and pay 
them accordingly. This is not the place to 
skimp, or it will show.
 Next, you train them. You know infi nitely 
more than they do, but they don’t need to 
know everything you know. In fact, you need 
to hold back so they aren’t overwhelmed. 
But you must train them and make sure 
they understand what it is you want them to 
convey to the customer.
 If they are paid well and you have trained 
them, you should see the results. If you don’t, 
where does the change need to happen?
 After you’ve gotten the right team 
trained in the right way, you need to treat 
them. A pizza party isn’t a substitute for 
a living wage, but it is a nice bonus when 
you’ve had a crazy week and they have 
gone above and beyond to make sure that 
your store runs well. If  they’ve taken the 
ownership of their jobs seriously, reward 
them! Coff ee shop gift cards, cookie cake, 
their favorite lip balm—all of these are 
small tokens that show that not only do you 
see them, but you see what makes them 
happy. Because a happy store has a happy 
staff . e
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The Support System 
We All Need

THE SILVER LINING

What I’ve seen since then is a town full of  em-
pathy, help, and hope. Friends and strangers 
have come together from business organiza-
tions, churches, schools, and even social 
media feeds to clear debris from yards and 
torn homes, to off er food, clothing, gift cards, 
and what is most precious: their time.
 It’s beautiful to see a silver lining in a 
cloud of  darkness and it has reminded me 
of  the same empathy, help, and hope that is 
spread through each of  us who has our hand 
in the studio life. It’s so easy to have a bad 
day or even a bad week and feel like no one 
understands the pressures of  studio life. A 
customer took hours painting the last platter 
and it cracked in the kiln. Someone needs 
their piece by tomorrow and the kiln is broken. 
Your very full prepaid class is this weekend, 
and the updated shipping confi rmation shows 
all of  your supplies won’t be in until Monday of  
next week. You’re scheduled to go on vacation 
and your problem employee has fl aked out on 
their shifts.

R
By Patsy Deaver, Ceramic Lodge, Round Rock, Texas

Recently our city, whose cars slow down when there’s even a sprinkle of  rain, was shook 
up like a little snow globe when multiple tornadoes tore apart parts of  our city. We are 
located in a suburb of  Austin, where the most inclement weather we get seems to be the 
rare dark sky and hopefully a little bit of  rain, which never seems to be enough. 

 One post to CCSA Chatter and our com-
munity lifts you right back up. There’s always 
someone else who can empathize with you. 
There are always those who can sympathize 
with you. And there are ALWAYS those who can 
raise your spirits when you’re feeling down. 
We are all dealing with employees, schedules, 
orders, kilns, studio upkeep, payroll, bills, and 
the list goes on and on. Aside from that, we 
are all dealing with everyday life, including 
families, appointments, school functions, dead-
lines, more bills, pets, upkeep of  our homes, 
and that list goes on and on. Though many 
of  us do not know each other, it’s comforting 
that there is such a massive group of  people 
out there, spread across the country and even 
the world, who are there to pipe up with ideas 
when we need help, a piece of  bisque when 
we are desperate, advice when we ask for it, 
a shoulder when we need one to lean on, and 
best of  all, an ear when we need someone 
just to listen. We are all part of  the silver lining 
that we all need. e
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H
You started your business to do something creative, spend time engag-
ing with customers, teaching and inspiring, and (I’m fairly certain), at 
some point, have some fl exibility with your schedule. Everything you’ve 
put into your business—time, money, innovation—is a massive invest-
ment. The other investment? Your employees.
       Good employees stay for a variety of  reasons: the work environ-
ment, their colleagues and management, the creativity, and the pay. 
Support their ideas and their eff orts and celebrate their wins (Jen 
signed up three new customers for email this week!). Work with them 
when they need help. Good employees are an extension of  the busi-
ness’s leadership.
       “But I have to pay a teenager so much more!” Yes, increasing 
hourly pay for all of  your staff  comes with some sticker shock. This is 
the time to weed out those who are underperforming—and increase 
the wages of  those you can’t do without. You know who your top 
people are; compensate them accordingly. (Remember, you’re not only 
adjusting to rising wholesale prices, but practically every line item on 
your expense sheet is going up. This is not an hourly wage issue, it’s a 
total business expense issue. Make time to review all of  your expenses, 
meet with your accountant, and put plans into place immediately to re-
fl ect all of  the increases.) This is why you need those strong employees 
right now.
       You want employees to work independently (obviously!), so their 
training must refl ect that. Help develop their sales skills, and knowledge 
of  your products, events, and systems. Help them grow in their posi-
tion. Here are some ideas for making their job—and yours!—easier. 

ONBOARDING
What do you want a new employee to know about your vision for a suc-
cessful staff  member? Be clear about 
how Covid has changed your business 
and why the following priorities are so 
important:
	 e Customers: Customers may 
be wonderful or they may be diffi  cult, 
but it’s important to treat everyone with 
respect. Repeat business is the founda-
tion of  the business, and it’s everyone’s 
responsibility to get every customer 
excited for their next visit by talking up 
new inventory, events, classes, holidays, 
and so on.
	 e Cleanliness: A clean studio 

Employees: 
Keeping the Good Ones
By Hillary Mathewson, The Creative Retailer

How often have you thought, “How much easier would it be to run this business if  I didn’t need employees?” Well, stop it, because you 
cannot run a storefront alone. You didn’t start your business to be tied to your kiln, tied to receiving orders, and tied to cleaning brushes.

BUSINESS SENSE

is a happy studio. Defi ne exactly what you mean by “clean,” as well as 
what is handled during a shift.
	 e Teammates: A team mentality means supporting each other 
and working together to meet store goals. 

CHECKING IN
I recently saw a segment on the Today show discussing employee 
retention. One midsize company holds “stay interviews” (as opposed 
to exit interviews) two to three times a year—not an actual review per-
se, but an opportunity to check in with each other, ask questions, get 
feedback, and discuss the next few months. The company owner said it 
has helped communication, developed a more team-like mentality, and 
employees are staying. Why? Employees are being heard, and manage-
ment is listening. 

AUTOMATION
What can make your life and your employees’ lives easier? Technology. 
	 e Scheduling: Using a platform like When2Work, staff  can set 
their availability, request days off , switch shifts with other staff , and be 
updated when a new schedule comes out.
	 e Team management: Having one central place for communi-
cating saves time and avoids mix-ups, as well as streamlining task lists. 
Slack, Trello, and Connecteam are some widely used apps.
	 e Payroll: There are so many reasons to use a payroll company, 
starting with saving you a ton of  time. Onboarding is done online by 
each employee (they add their bank account and W2 info) and you 
enter their hourly rate. You submit everyone’s hours a few days before 
payroll, and it’s done. Employees can access their account to see each 
paycheck, hours, and direct deposit amounts. Do not waste time writing 

checks and submitting taxes anymore!

It can be hard to estimate the average 
length a part-time employee works in a 
retail position, but wouldn’t you rather 
have one rockstar for a year or two than 
multiple duds during the same time? It 
takes work from both of  you. Don’t take 
a chance by keeping underperforming 
employees around. They drag you and 
the other team members down. The 
right people are out there. And when 
you fi nd them, make your business the 
place they love to work. e
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BIOPHILIC DESIGN
Biophilic design incorporates nature into home, building, and offi  ce 
design to connect people to nature. Tropical plants and lush greenery 
give a sense of  freshness and rejuvenation. Include greenery in your 
studio and samples decorated with botanical elements to express this 
aesthetic. Of  course, green leaves are classic, but try tropical leaf  
silkscreens with bright colors or in monochrome for a diff erent look. 

RETRO STRIPES 
We’ve been watching retro colors build in popularity for a while now. 
Giving movement and interesting color combinations to basic stripes is 
the key to this design trend, which often appears as adjacent stripes 
that go straight across an area, feature slight angles, or most whim-
sically, follow a curvy path across a surface. With their period color 
palettes and interesting trajectories, retro stripes look great on their 
own but also work well with wording in vintage style fonts.
 In addition to not-so-basic stripes, the art of  partnering repetitive, 
curvy lines with rounded or angular shapes can result in gorgeous 
and easy-to-create designs for pottery or other craft surfaces. 
Group clay canvases or rectangular plates together and allow 
a pattern to fl ow from one to another, then hang them 
on a wall together to inspire multiple sales. Or create a 
set of  dinnerware with the same colors but apply the 
stripes in diff erent patterns. 

CHECKERBOARD
Vans apparel often comes to mind when we think of  checkerboard 
clothing, but these days we’re seeing the perky pattern on dinnerware, 
accessories, clothing, furniture, and home decor. Checkerboard designs 
are appearing in vivid multiple colors as well as classic black and white. 
Use paper masking or stickers to create breaks in the checkerboard 
pattern or add designs on top of  the pattern for extra pop! YouTube is 
full of  tutorials on this.

GATHERING WITH PURPOSE
After so much time alone, people are ready to get out and spend time 
with friends! The diff erence now is the intentionality with which people 
are gathering. In addition, employees are coming back together for in-
person working and employers are looking for engaging and easy ways 
for their teams to reconnect. 
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D
By Crista Toler, Studio Market Coordinator, Mayco

Design inspiration runs the gamut these days, from tropical greenery and botanicals to mod and retro looks. Motifs that really stand 
out now are retro stripes, simple shapes, checkerboard, curvy color blocking, monstera leaves, and mushrooms, seen in both simple 
applications and in large over-the-top prints.

TREND FLASH

Summer 2022: Patterns and People

own but also work well with wording in vintage style fonts.
 In addition to not-so-basic stripes, the art of  partnering repetitive, 
curvy lines with rounded or angular shapes can result in gorgeous 
and easy-to-create designs for pottery or other craft surfaces. 
Group clay canvases or rectangular plates together and allow 
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 Group gatherings such as scavenger hunts, escape rooms, murder 
mystery dinners, virtual paint parties (canvas), movies on the lawn, 
and visits to multimedia maker spaces are some of  the most popular 
ideas for adult get togethers. 
 Websites such as CourseHorse and their private party arm, 
CourseHorse Groups, are platforms through which people can pur-
chase in-person or virtual workshops (including or excluding supplies) 
with topics varying from mindful movement, terrarium building, and 
watercolor to marketing, pretzel 
making, and beer tasting. The large 
number of  websites and ideas for 
adult gatherings solidifi es the desire 
for people to get out there and live 
life in community with others. 
As PYOP experts, we know how ben-
efi cial it is for people to spend time 
together doing something relaxing 
and creative. Now is the perfect time 
to remind your com-
munity that your studio 
provides fun activities 
for both work teams 
and a group of  friends 
to gather and connect.
Rev up your marketing 
to include promotions 
for on- or off -site paint-
ing events for adults. 
Partner with other 
local businesses to 
create an event during 
which participants can 
experience painting 

or working in clay with 
you, then incorporating a 
complementary activity with 
another business. 
 Work with a local scav-
enger hunt planner to add 
your studio onto the list 
of  places or activities they 
must fi nd. Each person in 
the group could create something small (included in the event 
pricing) to commemorate their day. Have them tag you with their 
creations in their social media posts!
 A progressive group outing, similar to the scavenger hunt, 
would be a fun way to have groups spend more quality time 
in each location: an hors d’oeuvres tasting in one restaurant, 
painting in your studio, dessert/ice cream at a local café, then 
coff ee and music at a nearby coff eehouse. Sure, that’s a long 

night, but you get the idea. Consider what businesses are near 
you or could come to you (or you go to them). 
 List several classes on a site such as CourseHorse or a 
website such as Eventbrite in your area. Partner with another 
class instructor to build a class—a wine tasting and stemless 
wine tumbler painting event would be perfect! 
 Remember to cross-promote and ask participants to share 
pictures from their experience on social media. Provide some 
type of  prop or backdrop that helps easily identify your studio 
to add to the visual representation of  your studio.
Do what you love. Love what you do. e



site at local bars and 
restaurants.
      Nancy Tuel also 
entered the conver-
sation. Nancy owns 
Your Art’s Desire 
in Mountain Grove, 
Missouri, and makes 
silkscreens that she 
sells at https://you-
rartsdesire.studio/
collections. Nancy 
has a heart of  gold 
and has done several 
great pottery-related 
fundraisers herself. 

This was a no-
brainer for her 
and she quickly 
off ered a free 
silkscreen to 
anyone who 
emailed her. 
(That off er has 
expired but you can still purchase them for a low price.) Not only 
did she design two versions, but she made all the silkscreens 
and shipped them at no cost to the studios. The response was 
so great she has sent out over 200 screens at her own expense.
      Ukraine is in great need, which looks to be ongoing for quite 
some time, so it’s not too late to have your planned fundraiser. 

This also brings great 
awareness for PYOP stu-
dios, too. So it’s a win-win!
      Check out the digital 
edition for more photos. 
Any studios holding 
fundraisers for this cause 
are welcome to use any of  
these images. e
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So, what could we do, as studio owners, to help the people of  a country 
in crisis?
      Well, our amazing CCSA members didn’t need to be asked or told to 
do anything—they just did it, beginning with one little post on our CCSA 
Chatter page! Kristin Daggan, from Clay and Kiln Studio in Staten Island, 
New York, posted in early March about getting together as studio own-
ers in a specifi c campaign for a fundraiser to benefi t Ukrainians. 
      Quickly, studio owners chimed in to participate. Maegan Supple, 
from The Pottery Stop in Ellicott City, Maryland, also posted that she 
was putting together a fundraiser with a sunfl ower dish and shared 
great graphics for all to use for their own fundraisers. Lisa Mendoza, from 
Painted Pot and Clayhouse in Brooklyn, New York, did a clay fundraiser. 
Several reputable organizations were suggested for donations or you 
could choose your own charity and date and time for your event. Kristin 
Daggan also included graphics to use for your marketing materials. 
Many studios have been planning fundraisers in their studios and off -

Fundraising for Ukraine
By Tracy Schultz, Ceramics For You, Gurnee, Illinois

IImagine: one day you have a normal life, the next day bombs are falling and you have to hide in bomb shelters with your children or fl ee 
your home and get to another country, leaving behind all men ages 16–60. You have no idea for how long or what you’ll eat or where 
you’ll sleep or if  your extended family will survive. This is what’s happened to the people of  Ukraine. 

STUDIO SPECIAL

These photos by Kristin Daggan are available for any studio to use to 
promote their fundraiser. 

Nancy Tuel, Your Art’s Desire, 
designed silkscreens for the cause. 

Graphic created 
by Maegan Supple, 
The Pottery Stop. 

See the See the 
digital edition digital edition 

for more photos for more photos 
from this from this 
article!article!

https://yourartsdesire.studio
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clay tiles with numbers and letters on them so we can track what we 
can’t write names on. We made them fi rst for glass fusing, but we use 
them more for clay now. We had a set in low-fi re clay but made new 
ones able to go to Cone 6 for stoneware. We write the corresponding 
number on the tracking sheet.

4. SHIPT AND OTHER DELIVERY SERVICES 
Shipt was started here in Birmingham, and we LOVE it! It’s now owned 
by Target and has expanded, but there are also many other delivery 
services. I have drinks and snacks and lots of  offi  ce supplies delivered, 
still shopping locally and getting things often the same day. I also take 
advantage of  Target’s drive-up service. These things save me time and 

that saves me money.

5. MULTIPLES OF THE THINGS WE NEED, 
WHERE WE NEED THEM
This is an ADHD survival tactic, but it works so 
well for a studio. The traveling stapler wasn’t 
working. We could never fi nd a Sharpie or pencil 

sharpener where we needed it. Now, we have multiples, anywhere we 
need things. This is so basic but it took me a minute to realize my 
store ran better if  I had a stapler at the front desk, one in the kiln 
room, another on the matching cart, and still another in the party 
room. Yes, we only need the one in the party room when we have 
parties, but the one from the front desk would end up in the party 
room and…you see where this was going. Now if  we fi nd ourselves 
borrowing from one area regularly, we go ahead and supply what we 
need where we need it.

What are the things saving your life in your studio? Email me at doity-
ourselfcrafts@gmail.com and we’ll share in the next issue! e

For now, here are fi ve things that are currently saving my 
life, studio edition:

1. MY DAILY 1–31 EXPAND-
ING FILE FOLDER 
We had tracking tickets all over 
the store—by date, by type—
and it was getting out of  hand. 
I decided to go to a single fi le 
folder, sorted by date. If  we 
fi nd a tracking sheet “in the 
wild” anywhere in the studio, 
we take it 
to this.

2. MY SPECIALTY STAMPS FOR TRACKING 
SHEETS 
Part of  what made the tracking sheets a problem 
was when we had something getting custom 
painted, or clay, or stoneware. We would have multiple tracking sheets 
following items around, and we wouldn’t know what was done or where 
it was. Now we add the stamp to the tracking sheet and know to reunite 
the ticket with the item that may not come out at the same time. We 
highlight items that have been matched already.
       We use color-coded tracking sheets by the month—color because 
we have white counters and lose the tracking sheets printed out by our 
POS, and we change by the month so that we can see if  something has 
hung around too long.

3. CLAY TILE TRACKERS 
This was the item that spurred this story! We made the simplest thing: 

Five Things That 
Are Saving My Life
By Julia McNair, Do*It*Yourself  Crafts, Birmingham, Alabama

II was talking to another studio owner and mentioned something that we use in the studio, and we realized that every studio has some-
thing—or many things—that solve a problem. Some things might help you, some might not. You might have something that is saving 
your life, and we’d like to share it in a future story.

STUDIO SPECIAL

THESE THINGS SAVE THESE THINGS SAVE 
ME TIME AND THAT ME TIME AND THAT 
SAVES ME MONEY.SAVES ME MONEY.

mailto:doity-ourselfcrafts@gmail.com
mailto:doity-ourselfcrafts@gmail.com
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Customizing your job description, interview questions, and even where 
you search for candidates is a necessity when working to build your 
brand experience. Let’s explore some scenarios. 

VISION 1: An organized, clean, stocked, well-oiled machine where the 
owner is largely behind the scenes pulling the strings. Customers love the 
well-lit studio and easily fi nd a project to create. Employees deliver clear, 
scripted instructions that they memorized as part of their training and 
provide customers with the tools needed to create their masterpieces. 

QUALITIES YOU MAY LOOK FOR IN AN APPLICANT:
 r Attention to detail
 r Ability to follow instruction
 r Clear communicator 
 r Self-motivated 

Places you may fi nd them:
e Busy students, high school or college. It’s a GOOD thing that 

they are in fi ve clubs and play a sport. These people know how to 
organize their time and follow a strict schedule and are more likely to fi t 
this vision. It’ll be worth it to have three of  these kids working one shift 
a week than the wrong employee working four shifts!

e Ask local high school or college theater or education majors to apply.
e Post the listing on a hiring site (such as Indeed) with a clear 

description of  the qualities and skills you’re looking for in a candidate.

VISION 2: Customers know they’re in an art studio the moment they 
walk in. Murals cover the wall, and every corner is crammed with 
projects, tools, and crafting supplies. The staff  is comprised of  artsy 
creatives who LOVE to jump in and help customers as they work. 

QUALITIES YOU MAY LOOK FOR IN AN APPLICANT: 
 r Creative thinker 
 r People person
 r Thinks on their feet
 r Art background 

Places you may fi nd them:
e Artists/creatives who apply
e Ask local high school art teachers to post job listing.
e Post the listing in the art department at nearby colleges.
e Post the listing on a hiring site (such as Indeed) with a clear 

description of  the qualities and skills you’re looking for in a candidate.

QUESTIONS FOR APPLICANTS:

Question: Close your eyes and take me on a tour of  a room in your 
home you spend a lot of  time in (bedroom, living room, art studio, 
etc.); there’s no right or wrong answer here, I’m looking to see if  you 
can leave me feeling like I saw the space with my own eyes.

e VISION 1: You’ll likely prefer to hear about a clean, organized 
space. Thought went into the design. Everything has a place, and they 
feel best in a noncluttered space. 

e VISION 2: You may prefer to hear about a hand-painted mural 
and a hammock instead of  a bed. This person has piles everywhere, 
but knows where things are in the organized clutter.

Question: You’re invited to a party and want to bring something for 
the host. Out of  the following items, what would you be more likely to 
bring?

	 e Freshly baked cookies. Vision 1 is more likely to choose this 
answer.
	 e Fortunately you have a box of  unopened Girl Scout cookies. 
Does the job! Vision 2 is more likely to choose this answer.

Question: A customer asks if  you can show them how to paint a fl ower. 
Which answer are you more comfortable with?

	 e Show them a sample created with a fl oral stamp and teach 
them how to stamp on the design. Vision 1 feels most comfortable 
here. 
	 e Let’s do this! Provide a quick lesson on how to paint a fl ower. 
Vision 2 feels most comfortable here. 

Hopefully those examples can help you put some thought into your hir-
ing process. Are you looking for candidates in the right places? Is your 
job posting written to your vision? Will your interview questions help 
you get a feel if  the candidate will be a good fi t for your vision? Taking 
the time to ensure that the candidates you hire will help you provide a 
brand-refl ective customer experience is crucial to making that vision a 
reality. In the next issue, we’ll talk about how to train those employees 
to fi t the vision. Between now and then, take some time to look at your 
hiring process and ensure that you’re doing all you can to attract and 
retain your dream staff ! e

Hiring Employees for a 
Brand-Reflective Customer Experience
By Lisa Feltz, Bisque Imports

WWelcome to the second article in a four-part series on creating a brand-refl ective customer experience. Last time we focused on envisioning the 
customer experience you want to off er in your studio. Now that you’ve put some thought into your vision, how do you hire a staff  to bring that 
vision to fruition?

RESOURCES
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The past couple of  years, change was inevitable. It was no longer a 
choice that we made of  our own free will. We were forced to make quick 
decisions and do whatever it took to keep the business moving forward. 
2022 is MY year and I’m calling the shots again! But as I stand and 
look around my business, I feel like I’ve been through a hurricane and 
there is just debris all around me—sticks and branches all over the 
place from ideas that didn’t thrive through the pandemic to employees 
that I failed, because systems were changing so quickly that I simply 
couldn’t keep up.
      This year, I’m focusing on cleaning up the mess of  sticks and 
branches left behind from the past two years of  branching out a little 
too far. I’m going in and pruning and strengthening the roots of  the 
tree.
      What are the roots of  your business? I encourage you to take 
some time to answer this question with clarity and honesty. What are 
your business’s core values? Now is the time to revisit your business 

plan and really take a hard look at what you are off ering. Do all the 
branches of your business still fall in line with your core val-
ues and mission? Are you assessing the competition with a thorough 
SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) and 
making your business unique? Adding new mediums and techniques 
is fun and gets our creative minds whirling, but adding too much may 
start to have you branching out too far, and before you know it, the 
branches might snap. 
      I encourage you to take some time this quarter to truly look at the 
mediums you are off ering and the overall culture of  your studio. This 
is your friendly reminder that sometimes branching out might mean 
cutting back, allowing time to fortify the roots and branches left behind, 
making for a strong tree that can withstand the storms. 
      “Let me look upward into the branches of  the fl owering oak and 
know that it grew great and strong because it grew slowly and well.” 
— author Wilfred Peterson e

Branching Out by Reaching In
BRANCHING OUT

I
By Susan Bucci, Painted Peacock, Greenville, North Carolina

I LOVE change, probably a little too much. Bringing ideas to the studio, such as experimenting with new mediums and exploring trendy 
ways to advertise, really gets my blood pumping. Branching Out is an ongoing feature in each issue of  this magazine dedicated to 
getting you outside your comfort zone, featuring ways to well, branch out. It’s meant to inspire new ideas, to provide some guidance in 
helping you take the risk and make a change.
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ages them to begin a new hobby without having to invest in all the 
materials themselves.
 My favourite part of  having birthday parties, ladies’ nights, school 
groups, or general drop-in painters was seeing how uniquely everyone 
painted pieces. Especially when everyone paints the same item, it’s a 
way to convey personality, self-expression, and artistic freedom. Even 

better is attending PYOP events like the ones held by suppliers or 
the CCSA Convention and seeing experienced pottery painters and 
studio owners blow your mind with their creative interpretations of  
a class design!
 To help your customers get to know the faces behind your 
business, encourage your staff  members to defi ne their own 
personal style and paint a sample as a visual. Provide a title for 
them as the “in-studio expert” on a particular technique or look 
to highlight their artistic knowledge and style so they can provide 
tips to customers looking for a similar style. This gives them a 
unique position to better learn about their style of  art and builds 
confi dence in teaching to customers. Here are just a few styles to 
use as an example for defi ning “in-studio expert”:
	 e Anime/Cartoon
	 e Realism
	 e Illustration
	 e Abstract
	 e Lettering
	 e Minimalist
	 e Stoneware/specialty glazes
   
Letting each staff  member claim a title as an “in-studio expert” 
as adds another layer of  responsibility and a sense of  pride that 
provides teaching opportunities for them to pass on tips for cus-
tomers to create pieces they’ll be happy with. This will build trust 
and a relationship between your staff  and your customers, which I 
know from personal experience will have customers returning!
 At your next staff  meeting, try a “defi ne your style” painting 
activity where they are encouraged to paint a piece in their own 
style and then label that style. You could even have everyone work 
on the same type of  item to show variations on all the diff erent 
ways one piece can be painted, to further inspire your customers 
in fi nding their own style. e

For the sake of  this article, that quote could also accurately be “You 
can tell a lot about a person by the way they paint pottery.” Whether 
that’s how you paint branded samples for your studio, how your custom 
artists/sample painter employees paint, or how your customers paint, 
everyone has their own unique and individual style. Pottery painting is 
where they can unleash those ideas on practical pieces and it encour-

The Faces Behind the Masks 
and the Business, Part 2
By Lindsay Marr Studio

HHave you heard the quote “You can tell a lot about a woman by the contents of  her purse”? If  you’ve seen The Incredibles, then you 
probably have. After what the world has been through in the past two years it seems the quote could more accurately be “You can tell a 
lot about a person by the style of  their mask.” Even having to cover half  of  our face, we still found ways to convey our personality and 
self-expression while wearing masks. Fun bright patterns, cartoon mouths that appear to be the wearers’ own, or even a bit of  glam. 
Diff erent masks for diff erent occasions/holidays, moods, or outfi ts were (and still are) plentiful.

STUDIO SPECIAL
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5. DETERMINE YOUR POSTING GAME PLAN Now that you’ve gath-
ered your data, you’ve reached the fun part, where you can actually start 
to think about what you’re going to post, when you’ll post it, and let your 
creative juices fl ow. This leads to steps 6 and 7.

6. COME UP WITH A CONTENT THEME It can be challenging (and time 
consuming) to come up with new content daily. Creating a theme gives 
your social content a weekly structure, along with the ability to utilize 
your existing resources. Your theme could be based around the topic of  
a blog post, a new campaign, upcoming events, industry news, product 
launches...the list is endless!

7. CREATE A SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT CALENDAR With multiple 
channels to think about, it’s easy to lose track of  what’s meant to go 
out, and things can slip through the cracks. Planning content for weeks 
in advance can also feel overwhelming, which is why a content calendar 
is so valuable. You can use tools such as Notion, Trello, or Sprout Social, 
or create good old trusty spreadsheets on Excel. We use ours to:
	 e Determine social schedule timings, following research regarding 
the optimal days and times to post on each platform.
	 e Plot in the content themes we’ve come up with, which will inform 
our posts for all our social platforms for the upcoming weeks.
	 e Plan customized posts for each channel; cross-posting across 
networks is bad practice. Make sure your posts are customized and op-
timized for individual platforms, not just copied and pasted!
	 e Plan our content objectives. We post a mixture of  educational/
curated and promotional content.
	 e Keep track of  blog posts, articles, and other resources we’ve 
posted to avoid reposting. e

The staff  at MMG Strategic Solutions (https://mmgstrategic.com/) 
is here to help you focus on what’s most important: running your busi-
ness. Reach out to us at any time for advice, suggestions, or to develop 
a strategy that works for you (info@mmgstrategic.com). All CCSA mem-
bers receive a substantial discount on our services and a portion of  the 
proceeds is given back to the organization.

1. ESTABLISH YOUR GOALS The fi rst step is to defi ne your goals. 
What do you want to get out of  social media? Each of  your social media 
strategy goals should be specifi c and align with your overall marketing 
objectives. These could include:

e Generating leads and sales
e Increasing traffi  c to your website or a specifi c section 

  of  your website
e Growing your brand audience
e Increasing followers
e Improving social media engagement

2. DEFINE YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE Once you’ve established your 
goals, it’s time to look into your audience. Creating buyer personas will 
enable you to know exactly who your audience is and what they want to 
see. This is essential for turning social media followers into customers. 
Some key points to know about your audience include age and specifi c 
interests. If  you’re struggling to identify your target audience, try an 
internal audit of  your best customers by defi ning the characteristics of  
your top 10–15 customers. It won’t take long for the ideal customer 
persona to reveal itself.

3. CHOOSE YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM Once you’ve defi ned 
your audience, you’ll have better insight into which platforms will most 
likely to reach them. Research your target audience and their social me-
dia trends. What platform are they on and what times are they logged 
in? This will also enable you to start mapping out your strategy for each 
network.

4. RESEARCH YOUR COMPETITORS Conducting a competitor analysis 
allows you to discover what your competitors do well and to learn from 
their mistakes! Take a good look at competitors’ social sites, as well as 
businesses targeting the same audience as you, and you’ll fi nd ideas 
from what they’re doing (without copying them directly). Things to take 
note of:
	 e What content do they share?
	 e How often do they post?
	 e What times or days do they post?
	 e How often do they engage with others?
	 e What industry hashtags do they use?
	 e Can you identify their strategy? Is it working?

Social Media 
Marketing Strategy
By Barry Sheets, President, MMG Strategic Solutions & Adventure Media Company

WWith more than half  the world’s population now on social media, it’s rare to fi nd a brand or business not using it to grow their follow-
ing, generate leads, and increase sales. But navigating the world of  social media can be overwhelming, so I’m here to share proven 
techniques for developing a social media strategy that’ll help you identify your social goals, engage your audience, and optimize your 
strategy for results.

See the See the 

digital edition digital edition 

for steps 8-10 for steps 8-10 

of this article!of this article!
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 I’ve also made a habit of  using all my broken stoneware pieces to 
experiment with, using fl ux and glazes in diff erent ways. Posting results 
on the Mayco Mudroom Society page on Facebook created even more 
buzz. That in turn motivated me in September 2021 to host my fi rst 
online class for studios and potters all over the country and the world. I 
teach my version of  the peacock and fl ower technique and they in turn 
share their completed projects on social media and have had great suc-
cess on their own. It was a huge success and I added a second and third 
class and continue to sell recordings of  the classes to people all over, 
including Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, the UK, and Estonia. I was 
also the featured artist for November 2021 on Mayco Colors website, 
highlighting my stoneware painting, which helped with my exposure to 
the industry.
 I don’t sell stoneware on a daily basis in my studio. I encourage my 
customers to take one of  my stoneware classes that I off er at least twice 
a month, which I call Stoneware Class Experimenting with Flux: Flower 
or Peacock. I also encourage them to join Mayco Mudroom Society on 
Facebook to see what others are experimenting with and sharing. That 

brings my customers back all 
the time because they want to 
experiment more and it’s one 
of  the best places to get new 
ideas! Once they take my class, 
they can come in at any time 
and paint stoneware on their 
own. I have a big wall display of  
photographs of  customer and 
personal painted pieces in my 
studio but I keep the stoneware 
bisque in the back so it doesn’t 
get confused with my regular 
pottery.
 I’m hoping to add 
more clay and possibly wheel 
classes to expand the stone-
ware off erings in my studio. My 
best advice is to experiment, 
and keep a notebook with ev-
ery color combination so you 
don’t forget what you used. And 
love what you are doing—your 
enthusiasm will become infec-
tious! e
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Once the pandemic hit, like everyone else I was home plenty of  time to 
think about how I wanted to change my business in the changing times. 
I made a few phone calls to pottery friends like Julia McNair and Tammie 
Crispino. They both gave me the motivation to start experimenting with 
stoneware and trying diff erent color combinations. In September 2020, I 
signed up for a virtual stoneware pottery camp that Mayco was hosting. 
It got me hooked!
 My fi rst class, in October 2020, was a complete fl op. I off ered way 
too many choices, which made it confusing for my customers and chaotic 
for me. I thought there had to be a better way; I just didn’t know what it 
was yet. I studied the entire project library on the Mayco Colors website 
in their midrange and stoneware bisque categories and picked several to 
try. The Copper Jade Bowl—which uses Flux, Stroke & Coat, and stone-
ware glazes—was the most interesting to me and I could see myself  
teaching this technique to my customers. I created a class listing on my 
online booking platform, Placefull, and had a great response with sign-
ups. In preparation for my fi rst class, I made several color combinations 
and chose the fi ve most appealing ones for my customers to select from. 
Limiting the choices made it 
much easier for my custom-
ers—and for me as well. Be-
ing organized and prepared 
with all supplies is key too!
 Kiln reveals have also been 
a big part of my success with 
stoneware. After every stone-
ware class or stoneware fi ring 
of any kind, I do a Facebook 
Live kiln reveal and talk about 
every piece: what’s on it, maybe 
a little bit about who painted it. 
The beauty of stoneware is that 
no two pieces ever turn out the 
same and people love looking 
at it. It’s a surprise every time, 
and so magical.
 As my classes grew, I ex-
perimented more and made the 
peacock technique my own by 
creating a template as well as 
applying it an alternative way and 
creating a secondary technique 
called the Flower technique.

Stoneware 101: Introducing 
Stoneware into Your Studio
By Wendy Ives, Artful Designs, Bloomington, Illinois

IIf  the pandemic has taught me anything, I’ve defi nitely learned how to pivot and be resourceful. When I ordered stoneware pottery and 
glazes back in 2019, they sat on my shelves and collected dust. I didn’t know how to sell them to my everyday customers and I was 
honestly afraid to try them. I hadn’t taken the time to educate myself  about them.

STUDIO SPECIAL
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lover, homeware, etc.). The more pristine and organized your studio is, 
the easier it will be both for the customer to notice and be interested in 
items, and for your team to think of  items to sell or upsell.
       The fundamental components of  selling with service is both product 
knowledge and the personability to create “get-to-know-you” conver-
sations with customers. Without these components, staff  won’t know 
what to off er or how to do so. Team members who have the ability 
to genuinely ask customers what they like, what their weekend plans 
are, if  the item is a gift and for whom, why they decided to come in, if  
they’ve tried the taco place next door, and so on and so on, will always 
be in a better position to sell with service. Asking these questions while 
maintaining conversation to learn more and express common interests 
will give the staff  an idea of  what problems they have in their life or an 
understanding of  their interests. This makes off ering a corresponding 
product or experience feel like incredibly personal service, as opposed 
to the loathsome “used car salesman” pitch. Even if  you’re trying to 
upsell the exact same product to every single customer, the approach 
and reasoning would diff er each time based on what you learned about 
them.
       Finally, it’s all about the follow-up with a smile. Complimenting a cus-
tomer’s eff orts with genuine care while painting and during their pickup 
experience goes a long way. Since the very beginning, it’s been on you 
and your team to hype up customers on their ability to make something 
magical. So don’t forget to tell them that they achieved that goal! The 
pickup process is also the perfect time to ask about their experience, 

fi nd out their favorite part, and ask 
what they’re going to paint next. Or 
better yet, off er a class or event that 
they may enjoy based on the answers 
provided, pieces painted, the type 
of  customer (as referenced above), 
and the style of  design (e.g., suggest 
they attend the upcoming paint-and-
plant event if  they painted a monstera 
leaf  mug). With every customer who 
chooses to shop with you, strive to 
overdeliver on your promises, making 
the entire experience far better than 
customers could have ever expected. 
This is the most important step in set-
ting a standard of  service that keeps 
your customers coming back, no mat-
ter how many competitors pop up in 
your neighborhood! e
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Your Service Is What Sets You Apart
SERVICE WITH A SMILE

By Michaela Jaskowiak (“MJ”), owner of  The MJ Way, themjwayallday.com

The best customer service is not “regular” or “great” quality. I’m talk-
ing about the level of  service that has customers coming back and 
looking forward to seeing employees they know by name, a memorable 
customer service experience attached to the tangible memory they take 
home to cherish and use. This level comes from creating a set of  values 
for your business and team to abide by, and establishing a sales culture 
for your team that feels like top-notch, personalized service to your 
customers.
       While managing retail stores, I had customers who came in looking 
for me, planned their trips around when I would be there, and even fol-
lowed me to shop at new locations as I moved to manage other stores. 
And the same was true of  many of  my superstar staff  members! As I 
trained and promoted them to run stores of  their own, some of  their 
customers would move their business to shop in those locations as well. 
We were selling products that were readily available at 10–15 other 
stores in the shopping center, and yet people continuously chose to 
shop with us. Here are a few tips so you can do it too.
       Service is more than the interaction with the customer. It’s also 
the way your business is set up to provide their experience. Ease of  
use and shoppability on your website are key to setting a good im-
pression—capturing a curious new audience and keeping a return 
customer. Similarly, your studio should be clean, welcoming, functional, 
and visually exciting. Both the layout and your processes should have a 
natural fl ow that follows the order of  the customer experience, and of  
course, merchandise items by type and by customer (i.e. kids, the plant 

FFamily entertainment experience businesses are popping up everywhere with concepts new and old. Prices are on the rise. Woefully, 
“copycats’” exist and sometimes thrive. However, these unfortunate truths are completely out of  our control. The best way to guarantee 
consistent return customers is to focus on what we can control: providing the BEST customer service experience!



love. Also, beware of  “time vampires” (social media, television, people) 
that drain your valuable time. We all have a fi nite amount of  time in this 
life, so use it to wisely.
 4. Find your #SQUAD. Look for people who will challenge you, 
not merely agree with you. Find a mentor, a coach, and a champion who 
will push you to accomplish your goals. Yes, all three are vitally impor-
tant in your journey and there is a distinct diff erence between the three:
  e A mentor may share information about his or her own ca-

reer path, as well as provide motivation, emotional 
support, guidance, and role modeling.

e A coach is generally an expert in their 
fi eld who is willing to share their wisdom and tips 
for success. They support the personal growth, 
goals, and behavior modifi cation of  their clients. 
Coaches help people to achieve their goals by 
helping to improve diff erent actions necessary to 

promote growth.
  e A champion includes all of  these things, but they also have 
more skin in the game. Champions are invested and have a personal 
stake in your success. They also work hard at helping others to see your 
talent or worth.

5. Forget fear and failure. No one likes to fail. We go to great 
lengths to share only the positive aspects of  our journey, rarely includ-

ing the times when we were too afraid 
to take the leap or when we failed 
abysmally. The truth is that we all fail 
at something. There are great lessons 
that come from failure, including what 
never to do again. It takes real cour-
age to be brave enough to go after the 
things that you want. Remember the 
lessons that came from your failures, 
but be careful not to repeat those same 
mistakes.
 I believe you’re ready, and I would 
love to hear about your journey! e

Passionate about training, professional 
development, and coaching, Paula 
DeBoles-Johnson, MPA, CCM, uses her 
expertise to support others in reach-
ing their fullest potential. Corporations, 
educational institutions, government 
entities, and nonprofi ts have benefi tted 
from her work through her nonprofi t, 
CCYDC, www.capitalcityyouth.com.
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We already know that there is no shortage of  qualifi ed women to fi ll 
leadership roles in this country. Ultimately, women make up almost half  
of  the U.S. labor force. We outnumber men in earning bachelor’s and 
master’s degrees and are nearly on par in getting medical and legal 
degrees. We are adept at making the impossible possible. We fi nd solu-
tions to seemingly unsolvable problems, and we work hard to ensure 
that everyone has a seat at the table. As amazing as we are, why do we 
still struggle with moving from potential to power?
 The biggest roadblock to achieving your 
goals is easy to identify. It’s YOU. If  you are ready 
to move out of  your own way, I challenge you to 
remind yourself  that YOU are powerful. You alone 
control how you “show up” to fulfi ll your purpose 
in this world. Below are a few tips that I share in 
my sessions to help women and girls begin to own 
their power and move boldly into their purpose. 
 1. Write down your plans, dreams, and goals. If  you have 
a passion for something or a dream to fulfi ll, decide today that nothing 
will stop you from accomplishing it. Don’t be timid or allow fear to gain 
a foothold. What’s the worst that could happen if  you decide to bet on 
yourself? Remember, a goal without a plan is only a dream. Now’s the 
time to plan your work and work your plan!
 2. Everybody can’t go where you’re destined to go. Ev-
eryone isn’t built for your journey. Be 
prepared to lose a few people along 
the way and be open to accepting new 
passengers on occasion. What’s impor-
tant to remember is that you need real 
supporters who will be there to help 
you as you navigate your way to your 
identifi ed goal. Understand that it’s 
not wrong to separate yourself  from 
things, people, or situations that won’t 
help you to grow. Sometimes the jour-
ney really is yours alone, and you have 
to get comfortable with that.
 3. Become more aware of 
what’s really worth your time and 
energy. You know what you are most 
passionate about, but somehow you 
accept every opportunity that comes 
your way. Why? If  you constantly say 
yes to everything, then you are likely 
missing the opportunity to devote that 
time doing something that you really 

Moving from Potential to Power
By Paula DeBoles-Johnson, Executive Director, Capital City Youth Development Corporation

FFor nearly twenty years I have had the incredible opportunity to serve as trainer, mentor, and leadership developer for women and girls. 
No matter the original topic, whether I am working with a group of  women executives or teen leaders, our conversations always lead 
back to infl uence, purpose, and power.

STUDIO SPECIAL

YOU ALONE CONTROL YOU ALONE CONTROL 
HOW YOU “SHOW UP” TO HOW YOU “SHOW UP” TO 

FULFILL YOUR PURPOSE FULFILL YOUR PURPOSE 
IN THIS WORLD.IN THIS WORLD.

http://www.capitalcityyouth.com
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be? Why not launch a product or service to that does nothing but ap-
peal to this market?

“I don’t think there’s a shortage of  remarkable ideas. I think 
your business has plenty of  great opportunities to do great 
things. What’s missing is the will to execute them.”

If  being a Purple Cow is such an eff ective way to break through the 
clutter, why doesn’t everyone do it? Why is it so hard to be Purple? It’s 
fear. Playing it safe and following the rules are the best ways to avoid 
failure. But in a crowded marketplace fi tting in is failing. In a busy place, 
not standing out is the same as being invisible. 

In The One to One Future: Building Relationships One Customer at a 
Time, Don Peppers and Martha Rogers used a simple truth—that 
it’s cheaper to keep an old customer than it is to get a new one—to 
articulate the entire fi eld of  customer relationship management. They 
showed that there are only four kinds of  people (prospects, customers, 
loyal customers, and former customers) and that loyal customers are 
often happy to spend more money with you. 

Continue to create things worth talking about. Design your samples, 
events, displays, and experiences to BE the buzz, not “things” that 
need a buzz created to promote them. Stay away from too-trendy, 
app-specifi c buzzes. (Stop doing all the video challenges everyone is 
doing, because you’re NOT serving everyone. A large segment of  your 
audience likely has no idea why you’re slowly plie-ing next to a table—
thanks, TikTok.)

Seth urges everyone involved in creating, designing, or selling to think 
in new ways about their market. Adopt alternative approaches to your 
business, and your business will survive. He wraps up Purple Cow with 
four large-print slogans to cut right out of  the book. Try jotting each 
one down on its own Post-It note:

e Don’t Be Boring.
e Safe Is Risky.
e Design Rules Now.
e Very Good Is Bad.

Continue to innovate. Continue to design your store to amaze. Continue 
to market buzzworthy products. People don’t generally try something 
new for just okay. Show them that you are worth talking about. Show 
them that you are remarkable. e

“Something remarkable is worth 
talking about. Worth noticing. 
Exceptional. New. Interesting. 
It’s a Purple Cow. Boring stuff  
is invisible. Boring stuff  is a 
brown cow.”

This book is about the why, 
the what, and the how of  
being remarkable.

Seth is quick to point out that 
marketing is no longer about making a product 

or service attractive after it’s designed or created. The old days 
had companies building a product or service, and then promoting it, 
hoping that there would be a gimmick to help it catch on. Products 
that are engineered to cross the chasm—how new products and 
ideas move through a population, beginning with early adopters, then 
growing into the majority—are way more likely to succeed than are 
products not engineered that way. Services that are worth talking 
about get talked about.

“Remarkable marketing is the art of  building things worth notic-
ing right into your product or service. Not slapping on market-
ing as a last-minute add-on, but understanding that if  your 
off ering itself  isn’t remarkable, it’s invisible.”

As small business owners, our job is about designing the product or 
service to be buzzworthy in the fi rst place. So is there a secret formula 
to create these ideas? Seth is clear that he does not have a plan to 
share. He does, however, have a process, a system that has no given 
tactics but is as good as any. 

The system is pretty simple: go for the edges. Challenge yourself  and 
your team to describe what those edges are (not that you’d actually go 
there), and then test which edge is most likely to deliver the marketing 
and fi nancial results you seek. By reviewing all your P’s (product, pric-
ing, promotion, positioning, publicity, and packaging), you sketch out 
where your edges are—and where your competition is.

Also think about this: make a list of  competitors who are not trying to 
be everything to everyone. Are they outperforming you? If  you could 
pick one underserved niche to target (and dominate), what would it 

Purple Cow: Transform Your Business 
By Being Remarkable, by Seth Godin
By Hillary Mathewson, The Creative Retailer

TTruth be told: all Seth Godin books fall under my Top Shelf  Recommendations. There’s a reason (well, many) he has won multiple market-
ing and industry awards and is regarded as one of the most infl uential marketers in the world. His insight, understanding, and straightfor-
ward, progressive thinking is unlike anyone else’s. 

TOP SHELF BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

“Something remarkable is worth 
talking about. Worth noticing. 
Exceptional. New. Interesting. 
It’s a Purple Cow. Boring stuff  
is invisible. Boring stuff  is a 
brown cow.”

Seth is quick to point out that 
marketing is no longer about making a product 



www.maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/MaycoStudios/
https://www.instagram.com/maycocolors/
https://www.youtube.com/user/MaycoColors
https://www.pinterest.com/carter6949/mayco/


Paint one leaf  with 3 coats of  Coral Pink.

Paint one leaf  with 3 coats of  Light Olive Green.

Paint one leaf  with 3 coats of  Dark Olive Green. 

Using a liner brush, paint the stems (center lines) on each 
leaf  with 2–3 coats of  Black.

Once all the leaves are dry, reposition the tissue tracing 
and trace the leaf  lines on each leaf, if  needed. Or it may 
be easier to paint the 
veins off  each center 

stem freehand, without a pattern. 
Paint the leaf  veins with 2–3 coats 
of  Black. Note: Some vein lines will 
extend beyond the edges of  the 
leaves. Let dry.

Glaze and fi re to Cone 
06. e

By The Pottery Patch Valrico, Florida

SUPPLIES
 Bisque: Organic salad plate (can be adapted to any shape)
 Pattern
 Tissue paper
 Pencil
 Sharpie marker
 Small and medium round brushes
 Liner brush

GLAZE COLORS
 Coral Pink Light Olive Green Dark Olive Green
 Black

Place tissue paper over the pattern and trace the design 
with a pencil. Position the tissue tracing on the bisque and 
retrace the design with a marker. (The marker will bleed 
through the tissue, transferring the design.) Note: Trace 

only the outline of  the leaves and the main stems onto the plate at this 
stage. The veins will be traced on in step 6, or they can be painted 
freehand.

Modern 
Tropics
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www.bisqueimports.com
www.colorobbia.it
www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt


www.gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc
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SUPPLIES
 Curved platter (shown on BI item 169, Hannover Swoop Platter)
 Pattern
 Pencil
 Scissors

1/2” masking tape
 #4 fan brush
 #4 round brush
 #4 script liner
 Dotting gyre (BI item DOTG01; optional)

GLAZE COLORS
 Light Teal Bright Teal Deep Teal Green
 Black

Cut out the shark from the pattern. Lay the cutout on the 
platter and lightly trace the shark’s outline with a pencil. After 
tracing, lightly dust off  the excess graphite from with your 
fi ngers so that there is still a faint outline of the shark.

Using the script liner and the round brush, fi ll in the shark with 
2–3 coats of each color, starting with Light Teal at the top, 
Bright Teal in the middle, and Deep Teal Green on the bottom.

While they’re still damp, use a clean, damp Round Brush 
to blend the colors together, creating an ombre eff ect from 
light to dark.

While the glaze is still soft (but not wet to the touch), realign 
the shark template with the shark on the plate. Use a dull 
pencil and press fi rmly to trace the coral reef details. This 
should leave indentations of the design in the soft glaze.

Using the script liner and round brush, paint the coral reef  
design with 2 coats of  Black.

For the bubbles in the design, use spokes 1–3 on the 
Dotting Gyre to create perfect dots, or use the back end of  
diff erent sized paintbrushes. Dip each in Black and dot the 
bubbles. Be sure to dip and dot each time for best results.

To create the Black borders along the shorter edges of  the 
platter, use masking tape to block off  a section along each 
side that encompasses the handles. Apply the tape all the 
way around from the front to the back of  the platter and 

press down fi rmly to smooth out any bubbles or wrinkles in the tape.

With the fan brush, paint 2–3 coats of  Black in the 
taped-off  sections. Be sure to paint the inner edges of  
the handles. Flip the platter over and paint the taped off  
section. While the glaze is still damp, gently peel off  the 

masking tape to reveal a crisp line around the handles. (TIP: If  you 
don’t get a crisp line, let the glaze dry completely and then sand off  the 
excess glaze using a light sandpaper.)

Add a few Black dots for bubbles near the shark’s mouth. 
If  using the Dotting Gyre, dip spoke numbers 7, 4, and 2 to 
create the bubbles, or use the back end of  paintbrushes. 
Let the platter dry completely.

Clear glaze and fi re to Cone 06. e

Sharkuterie Server
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SUPPLIES
 Small Nesting Bowl (Mayco SB125)
 Sponge
 Wax resist
 Cheap brush
 No.4 soft fan brush
 Black Designer Liner

STONEWARE GLAZES
 SW187 Himalayan Salt      
 SW121 Smoke
 SW140 Matte Black       
 SW401 Light Flux (in liner bottle)

Begin with properly fi red 
cone 04 stoneware bisque. 
Moisten a clean sponge 
and remove any dust or 

surface imperfections on the bowl.

Using a cheap brush, ap-
ply one coat of  wax resist 
on the bottom quarter 
inch on the exterior of  the 

bowl. Let dry.

Using the liner bottle 
fi lled with Flux, make a 1”
to 2” inch X pattern all 
around the inside rim of  

the bowl near the top and let dry.
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Using a fan brush, apply two even coats of  Matte Black on 
the exterior bottom two thirds of  bowl and let dry before 
continuing.

With a clean fan brush, ap-
ply two coats of  Himalayan 
Salt to the entire inside of  
the bowl. On the exterior of  

the bowl, apply two coats of  Himalayan 
Salt to the top one-third, overlapping 
the matte black slightly. Let dry.

Add two coats of  Smoke on 
the inside and outside top 
rim of  the bowl, no more 
than 1” down from the top 

edge of  the bowl. Let dry.

With the Flux liner bottle, 
apply a thin squiggly line 
on the outside of  the bowl 
where Himalayan Salt 

meets Matte Black.

Sign the bottom of  your 
bowl with Designer Liner 
Black.

Fire to Cone 6 with a 10-minute hold. No two pieces will 
have the same outcome! e

Stoneware 
Bowl with 

Layered 
Glazes and 

Flux
By Wendy Ives, Artful Designs, Bloomington, Illinois
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Tentacles: Roll a piece of  wet clay into a coil and form it 
into a wavy tentacle shape. Repeat to make a total of  about 
four tentacles.

For each tentacle, create little balls of  clay about the size 
of  a pea for the suckers on the tentacles. Attach them 
using a slip-and-score method and fi nish each one with a 

dotter tool or the back end of  a paintbrush to create the indentation in 
the sucker. Fill one side of  each tentacle with suckers.

Create a hole in the bottom of  each tentacle to attach a 
skewer later so they can stick in the container as decora-
tion. This hole will need to be slightly bigger than the 

skewer due to shrinkage. Let dry.

Fire to Cone 04.

Glaze using pinks, purple, blue, green, and yellow. Fire to 
Cone 06.

Attach the skewer into the tentacles using e6000 or an-
other ceramic glue. Let dry.

Add soil to the bowl, plant some succulents, and add rocks 
on top of  the soil. Stick the tentacles in and enjoy! e

SUPPLIES
 Bisque: Small or large bowl
 Disposable cups
 Dish soap
 Drinking straw
 Fan brush
 Small and medium round brushes
 Liner brush
 Low-fi re clay
 Dotting tool
 Wooden skewers
 e6000 glue
 Soil, succulents, rocks for assembly

GLAZE COLORS
 Purple Dark Blue Medium Blue
 Light Blue Pink  Coral
 Green Yellow

Bowl: In a disposable cup, mix a bit of  Purple with 2 table-
spoons of  water and two squirts of  dish soap. Using the 
straw, blow gently into the mixed solution to create bubbles, 

and let them fl ow out of  the cup and onto the lower quarter of  the 
bisque bowl. Repeat this procedure with Dark Blue above the Purple, 
then Medium Blue, then Light Blue, using separate cups for each color.

With the fan brush, paint 3 solid coats of  Light Blue on the 
inside of  the bowl. Set aside to dry.

Octopus 
Succulent 
Garden
By Stacey Sparrow Murphy, 
Art on the Rocks, Leominister, Massachusetts
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Place the template or GR form on the clay and trace using a 
pin tool or toothpick. 

If  using a GR form, place the clay over the form to shape into 
a plate. If  using a template, pinch in an upward motion along 
the edges to lift the sides of  the plate. If  desired, create a 

pie crust rim.

Smooth the rim of  the plate with a slightly damp sponge or 
run fi ngers over the rim. Leave the plate on the wareboard 
or bat and cover lightly to allow for slow drying. This will 
reduce the likelihood of  warping.

Glaze (see below) and fi re to stoneware Cone 6.

GLAZING
We use the Mayco Stoneware dip line for this project. The plates 
shown were glazed in Green Tea, Capri Blue, and Lavender Mist, 
with a Clear Gloss top coat, done over the course of  24 hours.

Dip the plate in the glaze color of  choice. 

Using a damp sponge, wipe away the excess glaze, until only 
the impression is fi lled with the glaze. 

Leave the plate to dry overnight before dipping in a clear 
glaze. Avoid dipping in clear glaze the same day because 
the plate will be waterlogged and will not absorb the glaze 
properly.  e

Note that not all fl owers will leave a good impression. Look for those with 
sturdy stems and leaves and avoid any with delicate centers and pet-
als. Don’t use lilies, roses, or hydrangeas. Good choices include baby’s 
breath, carnations, daisies, eucalyptus leaves, fi ller leaves, and robust 
herbs such as sage and thyme.

SUPPLIES
 1–1.5 lbs stoneware clay
 Pin tool or toothpick
 Metal rib or plastic card
 Rolling pin
 Glazes of  choice
 Fresh fl owers and leaves
 Ware board or bat for storing 
 Tweezers (optional)
 Template, cookie cutter, or GR form (optional)

Using a ware board or bat, roll out a slab of  clay until clay 
reaches 2/3” thickness. It’s important to start with a thicker 
slab. With a metal rib or plastic card, compress the clay lightly.

Arrange fl owers and leaves on clay. It looks best when some 
overlap.

Using a rolling pin, gently roll over the fl owers to create the 
impressions. Go over areas that appear shallow with the 
edge of  the rolling pin or with fi ngers. The deeper the im-
pression, the better it will look once glazed. But don’t press 

too hard, to avoid thin spots. 

Remove fl owers from clay with fi ngers or tweezers. If  small 
pieces stick to the surface, leave them alone so as not to 
damage the impression; they will burn off  in the kiln.

Pressed 
Flower 
Plate
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SSuitable for all ages and adaptable to many themes, a pressed fl ower plate is a perfect addition to a summer class schedule. We’ve done 
this project with kids who bring their own fl owers and found items, and it’s also a great bridal party activity! 

By Gleidymar Rivera, 
The Firestone Art Studio + Café, Manchester, Connecticut
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By The Pottery Patch Valrico, Florida

SUPPLIES
 Bisque: Coupe dinner plate
 Pattern
 Tissue paper
 Pencil
 Sharpie
 Contact paper 

1/2” blue painter’s tape
 Small and medium round brushes

GLAZE COLORS
 Black 
 Golden Yellow 
 Light Gray
 White and Black writer bottles

Place tissue paper over the patterns and trace the design 
with a pencil. Trace the swirly bee separately from the outline 
bee. Position the tissue tracing of  the outline bee on the 
bisque and retrace the design with a marker. (The marker 

will bleed through the tissue, transferring the design.) Don’t trace the 
swirly bee detail onto the plate yet—that will be done in step 9.

Trace the center circle pattern onto contact paper and cut 
out. Place the sticker in the center of  the plate.

Tape off  sections about 1/2”apart around the plate.

Paint the remaining stripes with 3 coats of  Black, and then 
remove the contact paper circle.

Paint the center of  the bee with 3 coats of  Golden Yellow.

Paint the wings of  the bee with 3 coats of  Light Gray.

With a White writer bottle, paint the overlapping lines on the 
bee wings.

Remove the painter’s tape.

Once everything in the center is dry, position the pattern 
for the swirly bee in the center and trace it with the marker.

With a Black writer botte, trace over the swirly bee.

With the back end of  a large paintbrush, add a Black dot at 
the top center of  each unpainted stripe.

Using the back end of  a smaller paintbrush, add a small 
Golden Yellow dot on each side of  the Black dot.

With the Black writer bottle, add small dots near the upper 
left and lower right of  the bee. Let dry.

Glaze and fi re to Cone 06. 

What’s 
All 
The 
Buzz?
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View Precut ShapesView No Cut Components

Once fused, lift the fused glass from the tile and clean any 
paper residue from the back of  the piece. 

Prime the mold(s) with boron nitride spray or Primo Primer, 
following product instructions. 

Center the fused project onto the primed slump mold and 
place it in the kiln.

Fire the project on a slump fi re program. See Slumping 
schedule below for details.

Remove the project from the kiln, wash off  any residue and 
enjoy! e

MATERIALS
 Precut glass base: Heart, Leaf, Whale, Star, Bird, Pig, Starfi sh, Tree 
  (Use QR code to see all options.)
 Coordinating slump mold 
  (listed as a related product for each glass shape)
 Choice of  “no cut” glass: stringers, noodles, bits, buff alo chips, frits. 
  (Use QR code to see all options.)
 Thinfi re paper
 6-inch tile
 Weldbond Glue
 Toothpick
 Boron nitride spray or Primo Primer
 Safety gloves and goggles

Cut Thinfi re paper to 6” square and place paper (blank side 
up) onto 6” tile. 

Place the precut base on the tile, being sure to center it so 
that no glass extends over the edge.

Squirt a quarter-sized puddle of  Weldbond onto a paper 
plate or into a condiment cup. Dip the toothpick into the glue 
and apply a single dot of  glue to secure each glass com-

ponent to the base. This will hold them in place until the project is fi red. 
Repeat this process until the entire design is glued to the base.

Place the tile into the kiln and fi re the project on a full-fuse 
schedule using the “Ramp/Hold” program. See the schedule 
below for details.

No-Cut 
Fused 
Glass 
Projects
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IIf  you’re thinking of adding fused glass or are looking for easy projects great for walk-ins, kids, and fi eld trips, precut glass components 
are the perfect solution! Laser-cut shapes with coordinating slump molds allow you to off er no-cut projects that are a great introduction to 
fusible glass.

Courtesy of  Bisque Imports
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STRATEGIZE FOR SUCCESS

5. DETERMINE YOUR POSTING GAME PLAN Now that you’ve gath-
ered your data, you’ve reached the fun part, where you can actually start 
to think about what you’re going to post, when you’ll post it, and let your 
creative juices fl ow. This leads to steps 6 and 7.

6. COME UP WITH A CONTENT THEME It can be challenging (and time 
consuming) to come up with new content daily. Creating a theme gives 
your social content a weekly structure, along with the ability to utilize 
your existing resources. Your theme could be based around the topic of  
a blog post, a new campaign, upcoming events, industry news, product 
launches...the list is endless!

7. CREATE A SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT CALENDAR With multiple 
channels to think about, it’s easy to lose track of  what’s meant to go 
out, and things can slip through the cracks. Planning content for weeks 
in advance can also feel overwhelming, which is why a content calendar 
is so valuable. You can use tools such as Notion, Trello, or Sprout Social, 
or create good old trusty spreadsheets on Excel. We use ours to:
	 e Determine social schedule timings, following research regarding 
the optimal days and times to post on each platform.
	 e Plot in the content themes we’ve come up with, which will inform 
our posts for all our social platforms for the upcoming weeks.
	 e Plan customized posts for each channel; cross-posting across 
networks is bad practice. Make sure your posts are customized and op-
timized for individual platforms, not just copied and pasted!
	 e Plan our content objectives. We post a mixture of  educational/
curated and promotional content.
	 e Keep track of  blog posts, articles, and other resources we’ve 
posted to avoid reposting. e

8. CREATE AND CURATE ENGAGING CONTENT Now that you’ve es-
tablished your themes and have your content calendar, it should be easy 
to begin creating and curating content. If  you’re starting from scratch 
and aren’t sure what sort of  content to post, there are two social media 
rules to help inform your decision.
The rule of  thirds:
	 e One-third of  your posts promote your business.
	 e One-third are posts of  ideas from infl uencers in your industry.
	 e One-third are posts of  personal stories to build your brand.

1. ESTABLISH YOUR GOALS The fi rst step is to defi ne your goals. 
What do you want to get out of  social media? Each of  your social media 
strategy goals should be specifi c and align with your overall marketing 
objectives. These could include:

e Generating leads and sales
e Increasing traffi  c to your website or a specifi c section 

  of  your website
e Growing your brand audience
e Increasing followers
e Improving social media engagement

2. DEFINE YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE Once you’ve established your 
goals, it’s time to look into your audience. Creating buyer personas will 
enable you to know exactly who your audience is and what they want to 
see. This is essential for turning social media followers into customers. 
Some key points to know about your audience include age and specifi c 
interests. If  you’re struggling to identify your target audience, try an 
internal audit of  your best customers by defi ning the characteristics of  
your top 10–15 customers. It won’t take long for the ideal customer 
persona to reveal itself.

3. CHOOSE YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM Once you’ve defi ned 
your audience, you’ll have better insight into which platforms will most 
likely to reach them. Research your target audience and their social me-
dia trends. What platform are they on and what times are they logged 
in? This will also enable you to start mapping out your strategy for each 
network.

4. RESEARCH YOUR COMPETITORS Conducting a competitor analysis 
allows you to discover what your competitors do well and to learn from 
their mistakes! Take a good look at competitors’ social sites, as well as 
businesses targeting the same audience as you, and you’ll fi nd ideas 
from what they’re doing (without copying them directly). Things to take 
note of:
	 e What content do they share?
	 e How often do they post?
	 e What times or days do they post?
	 e How often do they engage with others?
	 e What industry hashtags do they use?
	 e Can you identify their strategy? Is it working?

Social Media 
Marketing Strategy
By Barry Sheets, President, MMG Strategic Solutions & Adventure Media Company

WWith more than half  the world’s population now on social media, it’s rare to fi nd a brand or business not using it to grow their follow-
ing, generate leads, and increase sales. But navigating the world of  social media can be overwhelming, so I’m here to share proven 
techniques for developing a social media strategy that’ll help you identify your social goals, engage your audience, and optimize your 
strategy for results.



The 80/20 rule:
	 e 80% of  your posts should inform, educate, or entertain your 
audience.
	 e 20% can directly promote your brand.
The content you create should first and foremost be high quality, en-
gaging, and relevant to your audience. Quality content will keep your 
audience informed and interested, which means they’re more likely to 
engage with your posts. Some examples of  content:
	 e Videos Video is dominating the digital landscape right now, 
which means you’re missing a proven tactic to increase your reach and 
engagement if  you’re not utilizing it.
	 e Images Photos of  your studio, product/painted sample images, 
pictures from events all help in humanizing your brand. Use high-quality 
images that follow the size specifications for each platform.
	 e Company news Share exciting news such as new employees or 
new offerings, and make sure to personalize it!
	 e Blog posts If  you have a blog, share the articles to your social 
media feeds where you can. Use employee amplification to widen your 
audience further.
	 e Free resources Whether it’s an idea for a project or a way to 
showcase items in their own homes, your audience will appreciate a free 
resource.
	 e Go Live Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, and YouTube all offer 
their version of  live streaming, a method of  providing content that is 
quickly rising to the top of  the list when it comes to reach and engage-
ment.

9. INVEST IN SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE A good 
social media management tool is a lifesaver when it comes to managing 
multiple accounts. The right software (such as Hootsuite) will allow you 
to enhance your planning and schedule posts ahead of  time, monitor 
your social mentions so you never miss out on people engaging with you, 
and analyze your results so you can see what your audience engages 
with.

10. ASSESS AND ADJUST YOUR STRATEGY This is probably the most 
important step when it comes to doing well on social media. Even the 
best social media marketers rely on trial and error, and unfortunately 
you can’t always get it right the first time. Once you’ve started tracking 
your results and analyzing the data, use it to reassess your strategy. 
Regular reevaluation of  your data will allow you to understand what does 
and doesn’t work, and to test different posts, campaigns, and strategies.

      Social media marketing is important, but don’t let yourself  get frus-
trated or overwhelmed. A great social media strategy is a work in prog-
ress and should change with emerging trends, and these tips can help 
give your social campaigns a strong foundation from the beginning. e

 The staff at MMG Strategic Solutions (https://mmgstrategic.com/) 
is here to help you focus on what’s most important: running your busi-
ness. Reach out to us at any time for advice, suggestions, or to develop 
a strategy that works for you (info@mmgstrategic.com). All CCSA mem-
bers receive a substantial discount on our services and a portion of  the 
proceeds is given back to the organization.

https://mmgstrategic.com/
mailto:info@mmgstrategic.com








Sloth Huggable #7477 - 6”H x 5.25”W •  Penguin Huggable 
#7478 -  6.5”H x 6.25”W • Unicorn Huggable #7479 - 6”H x 6.25”W 

Unicorn Huggable #7479

Sloth Huggable #7477

Penguin Huggable #7478

www.gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc


THERE IT IS!
BLOOM

Summer 2022 

5399 Prismware Planter

5397 Gnome Planter

5400 Animal Planter

5398 Wave Planter 4"H x 4.25"W • 5399 Prismware Planter 4"H x 5.25"W
 5400 Animal Planter 4.75"H x 4.25"W • 5397 Gnome Planter 6.5"H x 5.75"W  

5398 Wave Planter

https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
www.gare.com
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc


Subscribe 
is on YouTube!

Today!

https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
www.gare.com
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc


MB-1574
Bee Facet-ini

MB-1573
Fish Facet-ini

MB-1572
Penguin Facet-ini

MaycoColors.com

Decorated by 
Kathy Cano-Murillo

Trendy faceted shapes - now in mini-size!

FACET-INIS!
NEW

PROJECT INSTRUCTIONS

https://maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/
https://www.pinterest.com/maycocolors/_created/
https://www.youtube.com/user/maycocolors
https://www.instagram.com/maycopyop/
https://www.maycocolors.com/projects/crafty-chica-facet-inis/
https://www.maycocolors.com/projects/crafty-chica-facet-inis/


MaycoColors.com

MB-1577 Hammered Tumbler MB-1580 Retro MugMB-1579 Meadow MugMB-1578 Knit Mug

MB-1576 Arched TumblerMB-1575 Faceted Tumbler

TEXTURED 
EARTHENWARE 

BISQUE

MB-1561 Fluted MugMB-1560 Hobnail Mug MB-1562 Stitched Mug

TEXTURETREND SPOTTING : TEXTURE
Mayco’s Textured Vases, Mugs and Planters and other textured shapes hit the mark when it 

comes to beauty, function, and decorating opportunities. Accentuate the texture of these 

forms, whether delicate or defined, with a variety of glaze applications. READ MORE

MB-1556 Textured Bud Vases (3 Designs) MB-1557 Textured Planters (3 Designs) MB-1568 Round Hammered PumpkinMB-1567 Tall Knit Pumpkin

https://www.maycocolors.com/trend-spotting-texture/


MaycoColors.com

SILKSCREENS
NEW 

SILKSCREENS
Quickly add earthy design features such as leaves and 
mushrooms to your bisque or create a continuous 
design with just one silkscreen. For an organic touch, 
add nature-inspired Elements™ glazes.

      DSS-0163  Continuous Fronds

                     DSS-0164 Continuous Swirls

 

    DSS-0166 Tropical Leaves

       
      D

SS-0165 Mushrooms

LEARN MORE

https://maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/
https://www.pinterest.com/maycocolors/_created/
https://www.youtube.com/user/maycocolors
https://www.instagram.com/maycopyop/
https://www.maycocolors.com/projects/crafty-chica-facet-inis/
https://www.maycocolors.com/projects/crafty-chica-facet-inis/


MaycoColors.com

Are you looking to add Stoneware into your 
studio? Join Crista and Bre to learn the basics 
of Stoneware- now on demand! Watch at your 

convenience from the comfort of your own space, 
and get up and running with Mayco Stoneware!  
7 videos. +3 hours of content. Lifetime access.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

ADVANCED

Looking to go beyond the basics?  
Take your Stoneware knowledge to the next level 

with advanced techniques and projects at mid-range 
temperatures. Purchase as an eight video bundle or 
individually with lifetime access so you can always 

brush up on your skills whenever needed. 

Mayco Stoneware has  
taken my PYOP studio in  
a whole new direction.
The stoneware glazes and pottery have 
given my customers a whole new sense 
of confidence. My ‘non-creative’ clients 
are suddenly rock star artists! And the 
Mayco project library gave me the 
inspiration I needed to create my own 
style and desire to teach on a broader 
scale virtually. I’ve been able to reach 
people around the world. And my local 
customer base is hooked!

“

”

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
WENDY’S STUDIO SUCCESS

Wendy Knight Ives
Owner of Artful Designs

Take advantage of Mayco’s training 
programs and capture a new market!

TAKES YOUR STUDIO 
TO THE NEXT LEVEL !

https://maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/
https://www.pinterest.com/maycocolors/_created/
https://www.youtube.com/user/maycocolors
https://www.instagram.com/maycopyop/
https://www.maycocolors.com/stoneware-camp-on-demand/
https://www.maycocolors.com/events/advanced-stoneware-camp-on-demand/
https://www.maycocolors.com/events/advanced-stoneware-camp-on-demand/
https://www.maycocolors.com/wendy-ives/


www.bisqueimports.com


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
https://www.instagram.com/chesceramics/?hl=en


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/


Social Artworking® is the perfect way to enjoy a night out (or in) with friends and family.

Paint, Designs, Canvas & Supplies
All Available Exclusively From Chesapeake Ceramics

www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/chesapeake-ceramics
https://twitter.com/chesceramics?lang=en


The SSX controller has 
an oversized capac-
itor that allows it to 
deliver power to the wheel head in 
a smooth, predictable fashion when 
you step on the foot pedal. This is 
particularly helpful when you are 
throwing at very slow speeds.

We help you make great things!

5 REASONS
Easy to Clean
Just twist and lift off the wheel head 
for full access to the splash pan. 

Continuous Duty Motors

Large 1 Piece Splash Pan

Heavy Duty Construction

Our 1/3 HP motor delivers more 
torque at the wheel head than the 
competitions 1 HP motor because it 
is rated for industrial use. No matter 
what anyone claims, our wheels will 
handle more clay.

Holds hours of trimmings. When you 
are done just pop off the wheel head 
and carry the whole pan, trimmings 
and all, to empty. Oh... and no leaks.

The shaft, wheel head, base and 
bearing block are the thickest and 
heaviest you will find. This wheel was 
designed by a Big Pot Potter who 
wanted to ensure stability.

Smooth as Silk

...for you to try a Skutt Wheel

Built in Splash Pan

Removable Splash Pan

Each splash pan style is available with your 
choice of a 1 HP, 1/2 HP or 1/3 HP motor.

Visit us at skutt.com for more information

www.skutt.com


www.colorobbia.it
www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt


www.colorobbiaart.it
www.colorobbiaart.it
www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt
www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt

